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ABSTRACT
The tremendous increase of the traffic demand in cellular
networks imposes a massive densification of the traditional
cellular infrastructure. The network architecture becomes
heterogenous, in particular 4G networks where LTE micro
eNodeBs are deployed to strengthen the coverage of macro
eNodeBs.
This densification yields major issues related to the energy
consumption of the infrastructure. Indeed, there is fixed and
significant amount of energy required to run each additional
node, whatever the traffic load of the network. Mitigating
this fixed energy consumption is therefore a major challenge
from a societal and economical viewpoint.
Extensive researches about energy-saving highlight that
to save energy the better strategy is to switch off the radio
part of nodes. This is the heart of wireless sensor networks
energy-saving strategies, even though the objective for WSN
is to maximize the battery life of each individual nodes.
In this paper, we develop a parallel between the principles
of WSN protocols and the requirements of cellular infrastruc-
tures. We then propose a distributed and localized algorithm
to dynamically switch off and on the micro eNodeBs of an
LTE heterogeneous network following the traffic demand evo-
lution in time and analyze it in terms of energy savings. We
show that one can expect energy savings of approximately
12% when implementing sleep modes whereas the energy cost
for sending the traffic decreases by 24%.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
communication
Keywords
Energy optimization; switch off mechanisms; cellular network;
topology control
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1. INTRODUCTION
The number of mobile phone subscribers approaches 6
billion [1]. Wireless data is the fastest growing traffic in the
Internet and the density of required throughput is forecasted
to narrow a Gigabit/s per square kilometer where up-to-
date 4G deployments provides about 100Mb.s−1/km2 [2].
Closing this gap requires a massive densification of the cellular
infrastructure. In particular, this means a generalization of
an heterogeneous architecture in which traditional macrocells,
eNodeBs in the context of 4G LTE networks, are strengthen
by the deployment of microcells, depicted in Fig. 1. The
new concept of LTE relay nodes implies the existence of two
radio interfaces (one for the users and another one for the
relay backhaul). The terminals in this region have then the
opportunity to attach to one of the microcell which relay
the traffic to the macro. Together with inter-cell interference
mitigation cooperative algorithms, microcells provide very
high quality of signal to users using less resources [3].
Figure 1: LTE relay network architecture
Envisioning such a densification of the infrastructure yields
tremendous issues considering the energy consumption coun-
terpart.This is an economic issue with the rise of the financial
cost of energy when 60% to 80 % of the total energy expendi-
ture of a telecommunication operator is already concentrated
in the Radio Access Network (RAN) [4]. This is also a le-
gitimate environmental concern since the consumption of
nowadays nation-wide RANs is a few percent of the total en-
ergy consumption of industrialized countries, and is forecast
to exceed the production of nuclear reactor [1].
Consequently, the GreenTouch initiative have been set
up gathering many industrial and academic actors of the
telecommunication sector for targeting a decrease of several
orders of the energy consumption of network infrastructures
[5]. Similarly, the European project EARTH aims at finding
solutions for decreasing energy consumption of the access
network and as part of its objectives [6]. An energy efficiency
evaluation framework (E3F) for 3GPP LTE infrastructure
has been proposed [1, 7]. The E3F proposes a detailed power
model for base stations (eNodeBs), long-term traffic models
that describe the fluctuations over a day, and large scale de-
ployment models for large geographical areas. The numerical
simulations of this paper are based on this model. One of
the key findings of the EARTH analysis is that, on average,
a vast amount of the resources are idle. Measurements on a
3G network in a major European city assess this [1].
Many papers have focused on energy saving approaches
dealing with power control, leveraging both advanced tech-
nologies (e.g. advanced antenna design, beamforming, cooper-
ative communications) and energy efficient network planning
and deployments. In particular, an optimized deployment of
micro base stations can jointly minimize the power consump-
tion per surface and maximize the throughput [8]. Other
have shown that the joint optimization of resource allocation,
routing and power control allows to achieve significant gains
in terms of throughput and mean transmit power [9, 10].
Unfortunately, at low loads, the energy efficiency of contem-
porary RF systems is particularly poor. In other terms, they
are said to be little load proportional which means that opti-
mal power control policies is not enough to mitigate the fixed
power consumption of the system. An obvious direction is to
modify the electronic architecture of the equipments in order
to achieve higher efficiency at lower loads. On the other hand,
some energy costs are unavoidable unless some functionalities
are literally switched off, including the radio communication
part. A major share of the energy savings comes therefore
from the network architecture and management [11]. In this
paper, we assume that the eNodeBs have a sleeping mode
which switch off all energy intensive functionalities, keeping
up a signaling interface. We the focus on algorithms which
improve the network energy efficiency by concentrating the
traffic on some nodes, so that other could then enter a sleep
mode.
Sleeping mode for radio access networks seems particularly
interesting for several reasons. First, access cellular networks
show a certain level of redundancy which is needed to absorb
the increasing traffic demand and the highly asymmetric
daily traffic profile, especially for data. Secondly, the traffic
does not only vary between peak and off-peak hours but
also geographically, which means that self-organizing solu-
tions can leverage also small variations of the traffic at peak
hours. Finally, leveraging sleep modes via a signaling proto-
col among eNodeBs is a flexible solution which is independent
and complementary to enhancements of the electronic com-
ponent and well defined network designs.
On the one hand, several recent publications deal with the
implementation of sleep protocols in hierarchical cellular net-
works, considering heterogeneous macro-micro deployments
[4, 12, 13], or with general sleep modeling using random
graphs [14, 15]. Most of these works consider complete
switch off of the radio equipment. This strategy is more
efficient when the equipments are little load-proportional
and when networks are highly connected [14]. Using a simple
model, the fraction of base stations that could be switched
off for different cell layouts in order to save energy and re-
spond to an overall traffic capacity demand can be calculated
[4]. This study takes into account the load proportionality
of equipments and proposes a centralized implementation.
A stochastic analysis on random deployments also assess
the relevance of these techniques when the objective is to
guaranty a given outage probability [15]. Similar techniques
have been proposed on wired core networks [16], where some
network interfaces that are not used in the most of the data
traffic forwarding paths are switched-off. This is done by
keeping the connectivity above a given threshold on the one
side with the aim of saving the network interface energy on
the other side.
On the other hand, sleep protocols and duty cycle algo-
rithms have been the subject of extensive research in the
field of wireless sensor networks. WSN have recently become
popular due to the rapid progress in the field of MEMS
technologies and wireless communications which contributed
to the development of inexpensive wireless nodes. Such
networks (Fig. 2) are mainly characterized by high density,
random repartition of nodes capable of auto-organization,
mesh topology, low traffic and low energy consumption. En-
ergy efficiency is a very important aspect in WSN because it
conditions the lifetime of the network. We can hence ques-
tion ourselves whether and which algorithms from the WSN
domain could be suitable to cellular networks and to what
extent, assuming that we consider eNodeBs as equivalents
to wireless sensors (both routing and non-routing nodes).
Figure 2: Classic WSN topology
It can be noticed that LTE shifts cellular philosophy to-
wards a certain degree of decentralization with the decision
of concentrating certain 3G RNC-specific radio function in
the eNodeBs. For cooperation purposes among nodes, a low
power signaling interface, the X2 interface, is implemented
in the nodes. This allows for implementing distributed algo-
rithms among eNodeBs if we assume that a eNodeB can be
awaken through the X2 interface.
These remarks and the need of implementing efficient sleep
modes foster the orientation of this work toward the study
of WSN-inspired sleep protocols for LTE networks starting
from the scenario of a classical heterogeneous cellular network.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The problem
statement is discussed in Section 2. An in-depth description
of our distributed and localized propositions are presented
in Section 3. The network assumptions and the performance
results are discussed in Section 4. Conclusions regarding our
propositions will be drawn in the last section.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This work deals with the optimization of the energy con-
sumption of LTE base stations or relay nodes by using sleep
modes. The algorithms and protocols that will be put for-
ward are inspired from Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
sleep algorithms which deal with coverage and connectivity
criteria [17, 18]. This means that in WSN, which are dense
networks, sensors might be put to sleep after it is verified
that every point in their surveillance area is covered by at
least one other sensor that remains awake and that all the
sensors are connected to a gateway in order to be able to
forward their information.
Another way to achieve energy efficiency in WSN is the use
of topology control algorithms [19]. While sleep scheduling
algorithms are closely related to the evaluation of coverage
and connectivity of the network, topology control for energy
savings can be done via the adjustment of the transmission
power of each sensor with the constraint of keeping the
network connected at a certain degree.
This parallel between cellular networks and WSN is pos-
sible mainly because of the coverage redundancy present
in heterogeneous cellular networks and the development of
LTE-Relay, whose standardization is still in course. In order
to judge the feasibility of this convergent approach, several
points should be considered carefully:
• the strategies of WSN algorithms dealing with cover-
age and connectivity when sleep modes and topology
control are used;
• the energy model used in WSN;
• the description of the energy efficiency of LTE eNodeBs
(energy model, parameters etc.);
• the context differences and the adaptations that need
to be done in order to apply WSN algorithms to LTE
networks;
• the performance evaluation.
Moreover, it is important to highlight:
• The sensing model of WSN does not take into account
any resource constraint, in other terms, coverage stud-
ies do not include, in their calculations, the capacity
parameter. This is very important in cellular networks
as it is the main focus of radio access networks which
are designed with regard to a user density constraint.
• The difference between the energy models of WSN and
LTE eNodeB. The energy expenditure of a node can
be considered constant while the node is on and null
when the node is off. LTE eNodeB have a high fixed
operating cost added to a cost proportional to their
emitting power level as depicted in Fig. 3.
• In cellular networks, total energy consumption is more
important than low communication overhead or lifetime
of the network which are crucial in the case of WSN.
Also, we can assume that messages between eNodeBs
use a reliable transmission thanks to the RRC layer,
which is not the case in WSN where algorithms are
strongly influenced by message losses.
Figure 3: Power consumption vs load : 10MHz LTE,
2x2 MIMO. Micro and 3 sectors Macro eNodeB [7]
3. DISTRIBUTEDANDLOCALIZEDALGO-
RITHMS FORENERGY-SAVING IN LTE
In this work, we study two different approaches for switch-
ing off eNodeBs. Both are designed to take as input pa-
rameter the downlink data traffic repartition over 24h which
will be presented in Section 4.1. For now, it is sufficient to
keep in mind that there are large differences in the traffic
demand between day and night, which will be the basis of
the start-up of the sleep procedure. The presented solutions
consist of slightly different communication protocols, both
inspired from the WSN literature.
In the general case, without any algorithm, all the eN-
odeBs work independently and consume an amount of energy
corresponding to their own traffic pattern and coverage ar-
eas. When applying a sleep algorithm, there is coordination
between base stations, so that some of them could switch off.
So, after a switch off, eNodeBs that stay awake recalibrate
their traffic demand and are expected to consume slightly
more. Nonetheless, overall network energy gains are expected
from the important load-independent costs that will be saved
by switching off some eNodeBs.
3.1 Network architecture requirements
We consider an heterogeneous LTE cellular network as
those deployed in urban area [11, 9]. The heterogeneity of
these networks comes from the various scales of access points.
Classical macro eNodeBs are strengthen by micro eNodeBs in
streets, indoor femtocells, etc for capacity and coverage issues.
In this work, we focus on outdoor macro with several micros.
We assume that any two eNodeBs with overlapping coverage
are connected through a X2 interface. This is in particular
the case for any micro eNodeBs with their macro eNodeB.
Basically, X2 interface is used for control traffic as mobility
management, connectivity issues or traffic monitoring. In our
work, we assume that the X2 interface is low power, and can
awake an eNodeB in sleep mode. We then propose to extend
them to support the traffic dedicated to the sleep mode
management protocol presented in the following. Beyond the
actual messages of the protocols we propose, the dynamics
of the topology induced by the switching of the cells will
increase the usual X2 traffic. Minimizing the volume of traffic
required and induces by our protocols is a challenge that will
be addressed in a future work.
3.2 Distributed sponsor-based switch off strat-
egy
At first sight, a relevant strategy is a sponsor-based ap-
proach in which every eNodeB monitors its average traf-
fic load and, once this measurement drops below a given
threshold, asks its neighbors for permission to sleep [?]. On
receiving such a request, each eNodeB calculates its available
”sponsoring” capacities, that is how much of the load of the
requesting eNodeB it is able to take on. If the neighbor
considers that it is capable of ”sponsoring” the eNodeB, it
acknowledges it. After receiving all the answers, the eNodeB
can estimate if its load can be managed by its neighboring
cells. If not, it cancels the procedure, otherwise it forces
the handovers of its clients to its sponsoring neighbors and
switches off after that. A eNodeB remains asleep until the
traffic increases and one of its neighbors asks for help.
This na¨ıve solution presents some drawbacks. First of
all, even though it tries to take a decentralized and local-
ized approach, the decision making process is shifted from
the eNodeB actually wanting to switch off to its neighbors.
The fact that the neighbors are entirely responsible of the
verifications adds complexity to the resource verifications.
Secondly, this shift can lead to inconsistencies or inefficiencies
in the decision process. Wrong decisions could arise if the
actual load of the eNodeB changes while its neighbors do the
computations. Finally, as the permission to sleep is totally
uncorrelated to the node doing the traffic measurements, the
way to react and adapt the behavior of a eNodeB after a
sleep rejection is not obvious. All these observations plead
for a more localized decision process, which is the guideline
of the communication protocol presented next.
3.3 Local rating-based switch off strategy
In order to cope with the aforesaid issues, the main idea
is to localize the decision making of the sleep procedure.
The start-up is based on the average load computation done
periodically, after a certain delay. The delay computation for
the average traffic load is inversely proportional to a local
rating, which encodes the priority for a eNodeB to go to sleep.
This parameter is initialized by the network operator, evolves
during the day, as described in the following, and is reset
every 24h or after a sleep period. For example, the macro
eNodeB would have a null rating since it is not allowed to
switch off, while the micro eNodeBs would have a large rating
if they are situated in an area where the traffic variations are
Figure 4: Switch off protocol diagram
well known, relatively abrupt and the traffic is particularly
low for long periods of time (e.g. office buildings).
A diagram of the protocol is presented in Fig. 4 while the
definitions of the main parameters can be found in table 1.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5: Message exchanges for switch off decision:
(a) BEACON , (b) REJECT , (c) SLEEP , (d) WAKE UP
Nodes periodically broadcast BEACON messages indicating
position, capacity and traffic load (Fig. 5-a). The time be-
tween two beacons (Tb) should be shorter than the load
computation delay (dr). This delay is computed as dr =
Tmax/r + bck where Tmax is an algorithm parameter repre-
senting the maximum delay for a base station, r is the rating
and bck is a random backoff for further desynchronization.
After dr, every eNodeB computes its average load (Lavg)
and the derivative of the average load (dl). If Lavg exceeds
a given threshold limitlow and if dl > 0, it decreases its
rating to avoid too frequent evaluations. If Lavg < limitlow,
it initiates the sleep procedure, during which it would reject
Parameter Definition
Tte Dispatcher’s traffic setting period
Tb Beaconing period
dr Load computation delay
tout time-out delay
limitlow Lower threshold (sleep)
limithigh Higher threshold (wake-up)
pSec % of resources of a cell available
for neighboring eNodeBs to sleep
Table 1: Parameter definition
all other sleep initiatives from its neighbors. Otherwise, it
just loops.
Based on the informations from the BEACON messages, the
node evaluates if it can transfer its remaining load to its
neighbors, starting with the micro eNodeB and checking
the macro eNodeB lastly. If the eNodeB finds a feasible
distribution of its load among its neighbors, it sends NO-
TIFY messages to the concerned neighbors indicating the
supplementary load for each one and a time-out delay (tout)
that it is willing to wait before actually switching off. If
it is answered a REJECT (Fig. 5-b), it increases its rating
and waits for dr before re-evaluating its average load. If no
answer is received, it checks again the evolution of its load
during the time-out to avoid inconsistencies, broadcasts a
SLEEP message and finally enters sleep mode (Fig. 5-c). It
can be switched on again by a WAKE UP message from one of
its neighbors on the X2 interface (Fig. 5-d).
At the reception side, a node receiving NOTIFY verifies
whether it is actually capable of recovering the mentioned
load without saturating. If not, it sends a REJECT before
the time-out expires. When receiving a SLEEP message, it
updates its neighbors’ state table. In the meantime, each
node also checks if its average load exceeds another threshold
(limithigh) and if dl is positive. In this case, if there are
eNodeB neighbors which are asleep, a WAKE UP message is
sent to one of them.
In comparison to the sponsor-based solution, the rating-
based algorith is simpler and more stable because the node
that wants to switch off controls entirely its state transitions,
while its neighbors will only react. We can therefore talk
about a greedy localized algorithm. Even though this algo-
rithm does not guarantee 100% consistent decisions because
of the possible evolutions of the traffic loads during periods of
time-out, solutions to avoid degradations have been provided:
supplementary load verifications before sending sleep mes-
sages, tests on the derivatives in order to detect load trends,
parametrizable security percentages for load verifications in
order to avoid saturation.
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we will go over the simulations done on a
heterogeneous network scenario, and over the results obtained
with the numerical parameters presented in table 2.
4.1 Network model and scenario
We consider an heterogeneous urban scenario based on the
following pattern. A central macrocell LTE eNodeB covers
approximately 500m and is strengthen by 30 micro eNodeB,
each covering 50m. As described in Section 3.1, overlapping
micro eNobeBs are connected through their X2 interfaces for
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Tb 1 minute Tte 1 minute
max dr 1h tout 10s
Parameter Micro cells Macro cells
limitlow Capa× 1/4 0
limithigh Capa× 3/4 Capa× 7/8
pSec 0.75 0.25
Table 2: Parameters used for the set of simulations
signaling purposes. Our algorithm leverages this connectivity.
An example of generated network topology is depicted in
Fig. 6. The edges between eNodeBs represent X2 interfaces
connectivity.
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Figure 6: Example of generated network topology
The resource allocation is done using a 3x10 MHz LTE
bandwidth which provides 150 PRB (for ”Physical Resource
Block”, the unitary capacity of LTE): 80% of the resources
are allocated to the macro eNodeB and 20% with frequency
reuse 1 to the micro eNodeBs. The energy consumption
model of eNodeBs is the one from [7], described in Section 2.
We model the traffic variation of users during the day. The
traffic profile described in the EARTH Project [1] is used
to generate an approximative sinusoidal traffic repartition
for all the eNodeBs, and depicted in Fig. 7. This pattern is
most probably characteristic to a residential zone because
the peak is around 9pm but we are only interested in the
aspect of the long-term variations, which we assume to be
the same in the case of other urban areas.
All results are computed with a confidence interval of
95%. In order to assess the energy gains and the capacity-
energy trade-off, we define the following metrics: power
consumption of each base station, total energy consumption,
network capacity and energy cost of a PRB. We evaluate
our algorithm by comparing it to the scenario where nodes
cannot switch off.
4.2 Base station level metrics and energy gains
The effect of the sleep algorithm on the load of the base sta-
tions is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows the load attributed
to each micro eNodeB. The peaks that can be noticed for
(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Combined microcells traffic (a) and Macro-
cell traffic (b) patterns
some of the eNodeBs represent the instant load received from
a neighbour that has just switched off. After a while, the
load is redistributed uniformly between the neighbours of
the switched off eNodeB and the peaks decrease. It can also
be noticed that there is no particular order for the wake-up
transitions of the eNodeBs.
The actual impact of the algorithm can also be noticed
in the power profiles of two micro base stations: one that
switches off (Fig. 9-a) and one that does not turn off and
absorbs the traffic of its neighbor (Fig. 9-b). With the actual
set of parameters, the number of transitions for a eNodeB
during 24h is usually one because the thresholds are fairly
strict in order to avoid monopolising of the macro resources.
The energy consumption of the whole system depends on
the number of eNodeBs that switch off, which is slightly
dependent on the network topology. For a network with an
average node degree of 2, a gain of 12,3% is reachable.
4.3 Network level metrics
When applying the sleep algorithm, the network capacity,
which is the sum of the capacities of all the base stations,
will obviously decrease. The simulation in figure 8 shows the
evolution of the network capacity, as expected because of the
switch off and the switch-on of certain eNodeBs. Without
switch-off algorithms, the capacity would remain fixed at
1020 PRB. Fig. 8 shows that the available capacity is always
greater than the load. Moreover, the capacity plot is shifted
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Figure 8: Per cell load (a) and Network capacity and
load (b)
on the right compared to the load plot. It mean that the
switch-on of cells (when the capacity increases) are done
when it is really needed, letting eNodeBs in switch-off mode
as long as possible. Nevertheless, one can note that the
capacity keeps very high when there is a significant drop in
the network traffic load. This is mainly due to the always-
on macro eNodeB and because our choice of parameters is
very conservative in order to avoid inconsistent decisions.
We estimate that higher levels of adaptation are possible if
we loosen the different resource verification constraints (e.g.
with larger low and high thresholds).
Metric Normal mode Sleep mode
Mean energy / PRB capa (EOC) 0.072 0.074
Mean energy / PRB load (EOL) 0.219 0.167
Table 3: Average cost of a PRB over 30 simulations
The last computed metrics are the ratios energy consump-
tion/capacity (denoted EOC) and energy consumption/load
(EOL) for the whole network. Every time the load changes,
we compute EOC = ΣEi
ΣCi
and EOL = ΣEi
ΣLi
over the last time
interval. Ei represents the energy consumption of BSi over
the last time interval and Ci and Li are the capacity and
the traffic load, respectively, of switched on base stations.
Using this kind of results, which are shown in Fig. 10-a and
Fig. 10-b, the average energy cost of a PRB can be computed
(a)
(b)
Figure 9: Power consumption of switched off eN-
odeB (a) and absorbing traffic one (b)
by averaging the above metrics over 24h. After running 30
simulations without applying any algorithm and another 30
with our sleep algorithm, and choosing a confidence interval
of 95% for the average energy cost of a PRB, we obtain the
results illustrated in Table 3. One can see that the cost of
a unit of capacity increases with sleep algorithms. Indeed,
there when switching off some eNodeBs, the capacity drops.
The energy drops too, but slower. On the other hand the
cost of a unit of load decreases, which is what is actually
paid. The results show that the energy cost per offered PRB
(EOC) increases by 2.2% while there is a significant saving
of 23.9% in the energy cost of a consumed PRB (EOL).
5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigate the possibility of adapting
WSN sleep strategies to heterogeneous cellular networks.
The algorithms and protocols design takes care of several key
aspects of the parallel between WSN and cellular networks.
First, there is a certain philosophy difference between
the distributed, localized approaches of WSN and cellular
networks because the latter are largely hierarchical. In par-
ticular, the emergence of the X2 interface, which allows low
power eNodeB to eNodeB signaling communications, and
the rise of LTE contribute to shifting cellular philosophy to-
wards cooperation and offers the possibility of implementing
localized self-optimization techniques.
Secondly, the capacity constraint of cellular networks is one
of the strongest considerations that impact the adaptation
of WSN algorithms. It is in fact a constraint for switch off
procedures which adds to the ones that already exist in WSN,
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Figure 10: Energy cost of an offered PRB (a) and a
used one (b)
coverage and connectivity. In the case of the heterogeneous
architecture, only the capacity constraints matter because
the coverage is provided by the macro base station. In the
settings of LTE mesh networks, one should consider supple-
mentary constraints : coverage on the user link, backhaul
connectivity and throughput constraints on the mesh links.
Finally, the difference in the energy models between WSN
and cellular networks are not that obvious from the point of
view of fixed costs, which, even though they are significantly
lower, they do exist in WSN also, but from the perspective
of the variation of the power consumption with the load.
Wireless sensors are not at all load dependent, while base
stations are more or less depending on the type of the eNodeB.
As sleep modes are efficient when equipments are little load
proportional, it is obvious why they are very popular for WSN
and this also means that they are well adapted to micro base
stations. But it is rather tempting to think about the case
of macro base stations where, even if there is more load
proportionality than for the micro eNodeBs, the fixed costs
are much more important. Be that as it may, the efficiency
of sleep modes is defined in a relative manner (output power -
fixed power ratio) rather than in an absolute one which would
give an advantage to the macro sleep procedures. Besides,
switching off a macro eNodeB in a cellular environment is
far from being a feasible solution given the characteristics
of such a base station (extended range, coverage oriented,
equipment complexity etc.).
Our proposition is based on three key points. First, pe-
riodically, each eNodeB broadcasts, through X2 interfaces,
its current traffic load to its neighborhood. Second, when
the load of a micro eNodeB is below a given threshold, it
checks if its neighborhood has sufficient available capacity
to support its remaining load. Note, that this decision is
fully local: it means that there is no additional signaling.
Third, if there is no sufficient available capacity among its
neighborhood, the micro eNodeB stays awake. Otherwise,
dedicated control packets are used to notify the neighbors
and prepare the forthcoming hand-off. Finally, if every step
of the process is successful, the eNodeB switches off. Its
neighbors may wake it up afterward if their load rises above
another threshold.
The simulation results highlight that, considering a het-
erogeneous network containing 30 micro eNodeBs, we could
expect absolute energy gains of approximately 12% when
implementing sleep modes for the micro eNodeBs. This per-
centage was obtained for a scenario where the conditions
on the thresholds were relatively strong. We also saw that
when applying the developed algorithm, the average energy
cost of an offered PRB increases by around 2% while the
average energy cost of a used PRB decreases by 24%. This
last metric is a good indicator for measuring network energy
adaptation to load conditions and therefore energy efficiency
of a cellular access network.
Future works will be focused on the control of switch off
conditions to avoid a coverage hole on the user side and also
to improve the traffic management and the traffic distribution
between eNodeBs to save more energy. Investigation on the
adaptation of these techniques to LTE mesh networks, on
the minimization of the X2 control traffic generated and on
the optimal values of the parameters of our propositions are
also key features.
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